2014 Grades 3-6 Sports Activities / Local Excursions / Swimming Program.

Dear Parents,

This year we are once again, having one notice to cover all sporting activities and local excursions for students in Grades 3-6. Once signed and returned to the school these notes will be filed at the school office and photocopied for use at events as required, for example, coaches for different sporting teams will photocopy the notes for their teams for either summer or winter sports etc. While interschool sport activities generally only involve students from Grades 4-6, Cross Country, Swimming and Athletics sometimes include students from Grade Three.

By signing this note parents give permission for their children to participate in:

- Interschool sports (Where there is both bus transport and walking involved)
- Cross Country(Where there is both bus transport and walking involved)
- Athletics(Where there is both bus transport and walking involved)
- Sports training(Where there is both bus transport and walking involved)
- Local excursions (where there is walking outside of the school grounds)
- The Term Four swimming program.
- Swimming Trials in Term One (where there is walking outside of the school grounds)
- Swimming Carnivals (Where there is both bus transport and walking involved)

This system greatly streamlines the administrative requirements for both families and the school and your assistance in returning this note as quickly as possible would be greatly appreciated.

………………………………………
………………………………………………
………………………………

2014 Sports Permission

I give permission for my child………………………………………… in Grade ………………… to participate in:

- Interschool sports (Where there is both bus transport and walking involved)
- Cross Country(Where there is both bus transport and walking involved)
- Athletics(Where there is both bus transport and walking involved)
- Sports training(Where there is both bus transport and walking involved)
- Local excursions (where there is walking outside of the school grounds)
- The Term Four swimming program (where there is walking outside of the school grounds)
- Swimming Trials in Term One (where there is walking outside of the school grounds)
- Swimming Carnivals (Where there is both bus transport and walking involved)

I authorise the teacher in charge of the program, where it is impracticable to communicate with me, to consent to any medical or surgical treatment as may be deemed necessary by a qualified medical practitioner and accept responsibility for any and all costs incurred.

Guardian:……………………………………

Emergency Contact Number:……………………………………………………..

Ambulance Subscription   Yes / No